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From his earliest days, Duke Ellington was not only interested in writing popular tunes but larger works as well. He wrote suites throughout his career that allowed him to focus his attention to a given musical topic. These included works such as Black, Brown and Beige, the Sacred Concerts, the Queen’s Suite, the Far East Suite and the Latin American Suite, to name a few. Nearer the end of his life and career, he penned the New Orleans Suite focusing on one of the regions most important to the development of jazz music. This is a wonderfully diverse piece of music ranging from the bluesy organ of Wild Bill Davis on “Blues for New Orleans”, to the sweet gospel sound of “Portrait of Mahalia Jackson”, the virtuoso trumpet on “Portrait of Louis Armstrong” and the glory of the street parade on a piece for this year’s EE repertoire, “Second Line”.

Duke’s approach to bringing the street parade to life in the big band setting was not to try to be a New Orleans brass band or small “Dixieland” group. Instead he chose to focus on the characteristics of the music and apply them in a big band setting. The title Second Line to many would automatically invoke the sound of the drum line rhythm from a brass band (for example, listen to Herlin Riley on “Happy Feet Blues” from Wynton Marsalis’ Majesty of the Blues). Duke doesn’t go there; the band is swinging all the way! So, since the approach doesn’t involve trying to be a New Orleans brass band, per se, it is important to know the characteristics of New Orleans music.

New Orleans Music Traits

Duke often used a small section of musicians that we call the “pep” section to play a melodic section or soli together. When listening to groups led by artists such as King Oliver, Jelly Roll Morton or Louis Armstrong you will notice a similar small “frontline”
section but with a different approach to melody. The trumpet (or 1st trumpet if the group employed two) would play the main melody while the other instruments (usually clarinet and trombone) improvised around that melody. Rather than create this group within the ensemble, Duke instead uses the tutti ensemble as the 1st trumpet melody and allows the soloist(s) to improvise around the rest of the band. As you discuss the form with your students they will see this clearly throughout the chart. He also uses the ensemble to sound like improvised parts. Notice this effect in the duet between the trumpets/saxes and the trombones at letter M:

The effect is really completed when the clarinet enters improvising around this duet and thus giving the illusion of three improvised parts, as in a typical New Orleans jazz band. Another trait of the New Orleans brass bands was the fact that the music often was more repetitive than developmental. This is, of course, due to the improvised nature of the music. Duke definitely applies this to the form of Second Line, which does not follow the more typical approach that develops a theme and builds to a shout section and then recapitulates. This piece has the feel of a marching band proceeding down the street. This is accomplished through Duke’s use of a simple AB form that is generally repeated twice for each section. The overall form follows this structure:

- Intro on the A section w/clarinet playing simple version of the melody 2 x’s
- B – Tutti melody w/trombone and clarinet improvising 2 x’s
- A – Tutti Melody 1 x
- B – Tutti melody w/piano and clarinet improvising 2 x’s
- A – Tutti melody w/ clarinet improvising 2 x’s
- B – Bones w/ sax background, continue clarinet improvising 1 x
- A – Brass shout, continue clarinet improvising 2 x’s
- B – Trombones answered by trumpet and sax 2 x’s
- A – Trumpet solo with sax/trombone background 2 x’s
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- B – Continue trumpet solo with sax background 2 x’s
- A – Clarinet solo w/sax background 2 x’s
- A – Tutti melody w/clarinet improvising 2 x’s
- B – Tutti melody with clarinet/trombone improvising continue till end

In examining the form have your students take note of the fact that there is always someone improvising around the melody so that they are aware of the New Orleans effect. Further, the soloists are the New Orleans frontline instruments – clarinet, trombone and trumpet. We’ll talk more about this when discussing improvisation.

Ensemble

The parts on Second Line are not necessarily difficult. However, it will be important to take note of the articulation of the melodic lines and the dynamic purposefulness. It is interesting that the melody that is first played by the ensemble is the melody for the B section (letter C). A common mistake that I have noticed is that young bands often play this melody too loud. Though the marking is forte, it is being played in unison; therefore it is not necessary to play it so loudly. Also, if played too loudly there is no room to vary the articulation and that is where the intensity will come from. While listening to the recording have your students sing along:

Daht daht, doo___ doo dot
Da doo da doo da dee da doo dot
Deedot dah deedot dah deedia doo da doo dot
Daht, doo___ dot

Each syllable should represent the sound that the students want to create. The more emphasis they can give to daht and dot (or de-emphasis on the other syllables) the more intensity they will create. Remind them to never mistake volume for intensity.
Another example of purposefully different articulation can be seen (or rather heard) at letter H. The rhythm of the first phrase (the first 4 measures at letter H) is articulated with mostly short notes while the second phrase is articulated with mostly all long notes:

This change in articulation allows for a mini-dialogue within the phrase. Have your students sing syllables that reflect these differences and then recreate them on their instruments. Other dialogues to pay attention to are between sections of the chart. For example, on the A section (letters E, H, I, K, L, U, V) the melody is always harmonized while on the B section (letters C, D, F, G, W till end) the melody is always unison. It will be your ensemble’s responsibility to make the difference in these sections. This is what will allow you to give the chart direction. If you open the chart up for improvisation at all, this must be kept in mind.

**Improvisation**

There are no solo sections written into this chart necessarily. The closest sections to such a thing would be letters O through R which contains both sections of the form and letters S and T which is only the A section of the form. The parts on these sections are background figures; therefore, opening these sections for solos can be accomplished by using the background parts only on cue. However, there is much to consider regarding
improvisation even without opening it up for more solos. It is important for your student improvisers to dialogue with the melody throughout the chart. Where to play will be just as important as what to play. Notice in letters C and D where the clarinet improvises around the ensemble parts.

As can be seen, the clarinet finds a way to play in the holes between the ensemble's phrases and plays ideas that are related to the melody. This is the goal of your soloists throughout. Further, when more than one soloist is improvising around the ensemble, each will need to be aware of what the other is playing. It's like having a three-way conversation and everyone is listening and reacting to each other.

As for open solos (or the solos at letters O and S), the players can stretch out a little more. The key will be playing within the style of the music. This is a great opportunity
for your students to transcribe some of jazz music’s early masters. Be sure they are checking out players such as Sidney Bechet, Johnny Dodds, Louis Armstrong and Jack Teagarden as well as swing era musicians like Roy Eldridge, Barney Bigard and Tricky Sam Nanton. Remember the goal isn’t necessarily to play as New Orleans musicians of that period but to learn from and pay homage to their spirit and legacy. Harmonically, the sound is centered much on pentatonic scales and bluesy sounds. It is not necessary to try to play up and down a lot of scales or try to spell every chord. Take advantage of all of the growls, bends and effects that allow for emotional impact.

Rhythm Section

Finally, the propelling force behind this chart will be the rhythm section. Though the arrangement starts with a 2-feel, from letter C through the end of the chart the rhythm section plays a driving 4-feel. Be sure that the 2-feel still has forward momentum and that everyone is feeling all four notes of the measure. Don’t let beats 1 and 3 get too heavy or the feel can seem to plod. Though there is no guitar part written, this does not mean that guitar doesn’t fit. To the contrary, the guitar can help solidify the groove by providing a solid quarter note pulse. This will also make the transition to the walking 4-feel much easier.

Though the feel through the end of the chart is a walking 4-feel, this does not mean that the sound has to be stagnant. Little things such as a cross-stick on beats 2 and 4 (chopping wood), a change of cymbal, terraced dynamic motion, pedal points, full piano comping or space will make huge differences to the groove and flow of the chart. You get to decide how to shape the sections of the chart in general and solos in particular. Let your students have fun marching the band up the street.

As always I hope this is helpful and I look forward to seeing you in New York!